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1 Introduction

Before multi-robot teams will ever become widely used in practice, we believe that advances must be made in the development of mechanisms that enable the robot teams to autonomously generate and adapt cooperative behaviors. With the current state of the art, the implementation of cooperative behaviors on physical robot teams requires expert behavior programming and experimentation, followed by extensive tuning and revision of the cooperative control algorithms. It is unlikely that a significant real-world impact of cooperative robot teams will occur as long as the current level of effort is required to implement these systems.

Researchers have recognized that an approach with more potential for the development of cooperative control mechanisms is autonomous learning. Most of the learning research to date is in the area of multi-agent learning (e.g., [45]). Chapter 3 of this book describes multi-agent systems from a machine learning perspective. However, much less work has been done in the area of multi-robot learning, although the topic is gaining increased interest. The multi-robot learning problem is particularly challenging due to a number of issues, including: very large state spaces, uncertain credit assignment, limited training time, uncertainty in sensing and shared information, nondeterministic actions, difficulty in defining appropriate abstractions for learned information, and difficulty of merging information learned from different robot experiences. However, the potential benefits are significant, and include increased robustness, reduced complexity, and increased ease of adding new assets to the team.

Some examples of multi-robot learning research include the work by Asada et al. [2], who propose a method for learning new behaviors by coordinating previously learned behaviors using Q-learning. They have applied their approach to a simulation of robots playing a simplified version of competitive soccer, and are transferring their results to physical robots. Mataric [24] introduces a method for combining basic behaviors into higher-level behaviors through the use of unsupervised reinforcement learning, heterogeneous reward functions, and progress estimators. This mechanism was applied to a team of robots learning to perform a foraging task. Kubo and Kakazu [19] proposed another reinforcement learning mechanism that uses a progress value for determining reinforcement, and applied it to simulated ant colonies competing for food.

Brooks and Mataric [5] identify four types of learning in robotic systems:

- Learning numerical functions for calibration or parameter adjustment,
- Learning about the world,
- Learning to coordinate behaviors, and
- Learning new behaviors.

This chapter discusses some of our research in multi-robot learning in two of these areas – learning new behaviors and learning for parameter adjustment.
In previous research, the types of applications that have been studied for multi-robot learning include air fleet control [39], predator/prey [4, 17, 12], box pushing [22], foraging [24], and multi-robot soccer [41, 23]. Particularly challenging domains for multi-robot learning are those tasks that are inherently cooperative. Inherently cooperative tasks are those that cannot be decomposed into independent subtasks to be solved by individual robots. Instead, the utility of the action of one robot is dependent upon the current actions of the other team members. This type of task is a particular challenge in multi-robot learning, due to the difficulty of assigning credit for the individual actions of the robot team members.

Of these previous application domains that have been studied in the context of multi-robot learning, only the multi-robot soccer domain addresses inherently cooperative tasks with more than two robots while also addressing the real-world complexities of embodied robotics, such as noisy and inaccurate sensors and effectors in a dynamic environment that is poorly modeled. To add to the field of challenging application domains for multi-robot learning, we have defined and have been studying a new application domain – the Cooperative Multi-robot Observation of Multiple Moving Targets (CMOMMT) – that is not only an inherently cooperative task, but, unlike the multi-robot soccer domain, is also a domain that must deal with issues of scalability to larger and larger numbers of robots. This application domain is described in Section 2.1. As a point of comparison for the learning approaches, we also briefly describe the results of a human-generated solution to the CMOMMT application in Section 2.2.

Under the topic of learning new cooperative behaviors, we present two approaches we have developed for the inherently cooperative CMOMMT application domain. The first of these approaches, described in Section 2.3, combines lazy (or instance-based) learning with Q-Learning and a new Pessimistic Algorithm for dealing with the credit assignment problem. The second approach, described in Section 2.4, combines Q-Learning with the application of the VQQL (Vector Quantization with Q-Learning) technique and the Generalized Lloyd algorithm to address the generalization issue in reinforcement learning. In the area of learning for parameter adjustment, Section 3.1 describes the L-ALLIANCE architecture [34], which enables robots to autonomously update their control parameters so that they can adapt their behavior over time in response to changing team capabilities, team composition, and mission environment. The final section of the chapter concludes with some summary remarks.

2 Learning New Cooperative Behaviors

2.1 The CMOMMT Application

The application domain that we are studying for use as a multi-robot learning testbed for new cooperative behaviors is the problem we entitle Cooperative Multi-robot Observation of Multiple Moving Targets (CMOMMT). This problem is defined as follows. Given:

\[ S : \text{a two-dimensional, bounded, enclosed spatial region} \]
\[ V : \text{a team of } m \text{ robot vehicles, } v_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \text{ with } 360^\circ \text{ field of view observation sensors that are noisy and of limited range} \]
\[ O(t) : \text{a set of } n \text{ targets, } o_j(t), j = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \text{ such that target } o_j(t) \text{ is located within region } S \text{ at time } t \]

We say that a robot, \( v_i \), is observing a target when the target is within \( v_i \)'s sensing range. Define
an $m \times n$ matrix $B(t)$, as follows:

$$B(t) = [b_{ij}(t)]_{m \times n} \text{ such that } b_{ij}(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if robot } v_i \text{ is observing target } o_j(t) \text{ in } S \text{ at time } t \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Then, the goal is to develop an algorithm, which we call $A$-CMOMMT, that maximizes the following metric $A$:

$$A = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{n} g(B(t), j)$$

where:

$$g(B(t), j) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if there exists an } i \text{ such that } b_{ij}(t) = 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

That is, the goal of the robots is to maximize the average number of targets in $S$ that are being observed by at least one robot throughout the mission that is of length $T$ time units. Additionally, we define $\text{sensor coverage}(v_i)$ as the region visible to robot $v_i$’s observation sensors, for $v_i \in V$. Then we assume that, in general, the maximum region covered by the observation sensors of the robot team is much less than the total region to be observed. That is, $\bigcup_{v_i \in V} \text{sensor coverage}(v_i) \ll S$. This implies that fixed robot sensing locations or sensing paths will not be adequate in general, and instead the robots must move dynamically as targets appear in order to maintain their target observations and to maximize the coverage.

The CMOMMT application offers a rich testbed for research in multi-robot cooperation, learning, and adaptation because it is an inherently cooperative task. In addition, many variations on the dynamic, distributed sensory coverage problem are possible, making the CMOMMT problem arbitrarily more difficult. For example, the relative numbers and speeds of the robots and the targets to be tracked can vary, the availability of inter-robot communication can vary, the robots can differ in their sensing and movement capabilities, the terrain may be either enclosed or have entrances that allow objects to enter and exit the area of interest, and so forth. Many other subproblems can also be addressed, including the physical tracking of targets (e.g., using vision, sonar, IR, or laser range), prediction of target movements, multi-sensor fusion, and so forth.

### 2.2 A Human-Generated Solution to CMOMMT

As a baseline for comparing the learning approaches, we developed a human-generated solution to the CMOMMT problem. This solution has been implemented on both physical and simulated robots to demonstrate its effectiveness. The human-generated solution, which we call $A$-CMOMMT, involves robots using weighted local force vectors that attract them to nearby targets and repel them from nearby robots. The weights vary over time and are based on the relative locations of the nearby robots and targets. The weights are aimed at generating an improved collective behavior across robots when utilized by all robot team members.

The magnitude of the force vector attraction of robot $v_i$ relative to target $o_k$, denoted $|f_{ik}|$, for parameters $0 < do_1 < do_2 < do_3$, is:

$$|f_{ik}| = \begin{cases} \frac{-1}{do_1} & \text{for } d(v_i, o_k) \leq do_1 \\ \frac{d_o - do_1}{do_2 - do_1} & \text{for } do_1 < d(v_i, o_k) \leq do_2 \\ \frac{d_o - do_2}{do_3 - do_2} & \text{for } do_2 < d(v_i, o_k) \leq do_3 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$
where \(d(a, b)\) returns the distance between two entities (i.e., robots and/or targets). The magnitude of the force vector repulsion of robot \(v_i\) relative to robot \(v_i\), denoted \(|\mathbf{g}_i|\), for parameters \(0 < dr_1 < dr_2\), is:

\[
|\mathbf{g}_i| = \begin{cases} 
-1 & \text{for } d(v_i, v_i) \leq dr_1 \\
\frac{1}{dr_2 - dr_1} & \text{for } dr_1 < d(v_i, v_i) \leq dr_2 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Using only local force vectors for this problem neglects higher-level information that may be used to improve the team performance. Thus, the human-generated approach enhances the control approach by weighting the contributions of each target’s force field on the total computed field. This higher-level knowledge can express any information or heuristics that are known to result in more effective global control when used by each robot team member locally. The human-generated approach expresses this higher-level knowledge in the form of a weight, \(w_{ik}\), that reduces robot \(r_i\)’s attraction to a nearby target \(o_k\) if that target is within the field of view of another nearby robot. Using these weights helps reduce the overlap of robot sensory areas toward the goal of minimizing the likelihood of a target escaping detection.

The higher-level weight information is combined with the local force vectors to generate the commanded direction of robot movement. This direction of movement for robot \(v_i\) is given by:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{N} w_{ik} \mathbf{f}_k + \sum_{i=1, i \neq i}^{m} \mathbf{g}_i,
\]

where \(\mathbf{f}_k\) is the force vector attributed to target \(o_k\) by robot \(v_i\) and \(\mathbf{g}_i\) is the force vector attributed to robot \(v_i\) by robot \(v_i\). To generate an \((x, y)\) coordinate indicating the desired location of the robot corresponding to the resultant force vector, we scale the resultant force vector based upon the size of the robot. The robot’s speed and steering commands are then computed to move the robot in the direction of that desired location.

To evaluate the human-generated approach, we ran a series of experiments both in simulation and on physical robots. Figure 1 shows two of the simulation runs (out of over 1,000,000), while Figure 2 shows snapshots of two of the physical robot experiments (out of over 800) in which the robots perform the task either with no obstacles in the work area or with randomly distributed obstacles. The results of the human-generated approach to CMOMMT vary depending upon a number of factors, including the relative numbers of robots and targets, the size of the work area, the motions of the targets (i.e., whether random or evasive), and the setting of the weights. In general, the \(A-CMOMMT\) algorithm performed best for a ratio of targets to robots greater than 1/2. We compared the human-generated \(A-CMOMMT\) approach with a non-weighted local force vector approach, as well as two control cases in which robots either maintained fixed positions or moved randomly. Figure 3 gives a typical set of these comparative results. Complete details of this approach can be found in [35].

### 2.3 Learning Approach #1: Distributed, Pessimistic Lazy Q-Learning

The first multi-robot learning approach we present in the CMOMMT domain addresses the problem without the assumption of an \textit{a priori} model. This approach uses a combination of reinforcement learning, instance-based (or lazy) learning, and a Pessimistic Algorithm able to compute for each team member a lower bound on the utility of executing an action in a given situation. The challenges in this multi-robot learning problem include a very large search space, the need for communication or awareness of robot team members, and the difficulty of assigning credit in an inherently cooperative problem.

In this learning approach, instance based (or lazy) learning [1] is used to enable robot team members to build a memory of situation-action pairs through random exploration of the CMOMMT problem. A reinforcement function gives the utility of a given situation. The Pessimistic Algorithm for each robot then uses the utility values to select the action that maximizes the lower bound
Figure 1: Simulation results of three robots and six targets (first image), and five robots and twenty targets (second image), with the robots using the human-generated solution to CMOMMT, and the targets moving randomly.

Figure 2: Robot team executing human-generated solution to CMOMMT. The first photo shows robots operating in an area with no obstacles. The second photo shows the robots amidst randomly distributed obstacles.

Figure 3: Simulation results of four distributed approaches to cooperative observation, for random/linear target movements, for various ratios of number of targets (n) to number of robots (m).
on utility. The resulting algorithm is able to perform considerably better than a random action policy, although it is still significantly inferior to the human-generated algorithm described in the previous section. However, even with a performance less than that of the human-generated solution, this approach makes an important contribution because it does not assume the existence of a model (as is the case in the Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) domain), the existence of local indicators that help individual Markov Decision Processes perform their tasks, nor the use of symbolic representations. The following subsections describe this approach and its results in more detail.

2.3.1 Q-Learning and Lazy Learning

Q-learning [44] is one of the most-used reinforcement learning algorithms for an agent to learn an action policy. It is based in the use of a state-action table containing the gain that the agent obtains by executing an action from a state. This table represents a function $Q$ that tells the agent which action it should execute in order to obtain a maximum gain. The algorithm is summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q-learning algorithm \ $(S,A)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For each pair $(s \in S, \ a \in A)$, initialize the table entry $Q(s,a)$ to 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe the current state $s$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do forever:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Select an action $a$ and execute it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Receive immediate reward $r$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Observe the new state $s'$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Update the table entry for $Q(s,a)$ as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_n(s,a) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha_n)Q_{n-1}(s,a) + \alpha_n{r + \gamma \max_{a'}Q_{n-1}(s',a')}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Set $s$ to $s'$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Q-learning algorithm.

Lazy learning [1] – also called instance-based learning – promotes the principle of delaying the use of the gathered information until the necessity arises (see Figure 4). The same pool of information (i.e., memory) is used for different behavior syntheses. The lazy memory provides a good way of reducing the duration of any robotic learning application. In the context of reinforcement learning, lazy learning provides an instantaneous set of situation-action pairs (after the initial and unique sampling phase). Lazy learning samples the situation-action space according to a random action selection policy, storing the succession of events in memory and, when needed, probes the memory for the best action. The exploration phase is performed only once. By storing situation-action pairs, a lazy memory builds a model of the situation transition function.

In order to express a behavior, the memory must be probed. To do this probing, we use a modified version of the technique proposed in [38]. In [38] the objective is to provide a method for
Figure 4: Lazy learning: randomly sampled situation-action pairs in the lookup table are used by the situation matcher to select the action to execute in the current situation. The reinforcement function qualifies the actions proposed, helping to select the best one.

predicting the rewards for state-action pairs without explicitly generating them. For the current real world situation, a situation matcher locates all the states in the memory that are within a given distance. If the situation matcher has failed to find any nearby situations, the action comparator selects an action at random. Otherwise, the action comparator examines the expected rewards associated with each of these situations and selects the action with the highest expected reward. This action is then executed, resulting in a new situation. There is a fixed probability (0.3) of generating a random action regardless of the outcome of the situation matcher. New situation-action pairs are added to the memory, along with a Q-value computed in the classical way [44]. Among similar situation-action pairs in the memory, an update of the stored Q-values is made. However, there is a limit to the generality of this lazy memory because the Q-values associated with the situation-action pairs only apply for a particular behavior. With the desire of reducing the learning time as much as possible, as well as preserving the generality of the lazy memory, we modified the algorithm as follows: (1) the situation matcher always proposes the set of nearest situations – no maximum distance is involved, (2) there is no random selection of actions by the action comparator, and (3) the Q-values are not stored with the situation-action pairs, but are computed dynamically as the need arises.

2.3.2 The Pessimistic Algorithm

We define a Pessimistic Algorithm for the selection of the best action to execute for a given robot in its current local situation as follows: find the lower bounds of the utility value associated with the various potential actions that may be conducted in the current situation, then choose the action with the greatest utility. A lower bound is defined as the lowest utility value associated with a set of similar situations.

The idea behind the Pessimistic Algorithm is that a local robot situation is an incomplete observation of the true state of the system. Thus, instead of trying to solve the observation problem by completing the observation (the usual POMDP approach), we are only interested in ranking the utility of the actions. If we use a unique instance of the memory to obtain the utility of the situation, then chances are that the utility attributed to this local situation is due in fact to other robot’s actions. This probability decreases proportionally with the number of similar situations that are taken into account. If a large number of situations are considered, then there must be at least one for which the reward directly depends on the local situation. By taking the minimum
utility value of the set of similar situations, we are guaranteed that, if the value is null, then the
situation achieved does not imply loosing target(s).

The Pessimistic Algorithm is then given as follows:

- Let $M$ be the memory, a lookup table of situation-action pairs gathered during an exploration phase: $M = [(s(1), a(1)), ..., (s(t), a(t)), (s(t + 1), a(t + 1)), ...]$.
- Let $sit$ be the current situation.
- Find $S(sit)$, the set of $n$ situations of $M$ similar to $sit$.
- Let $S_{\text{follow}}(sit)$ be the set of the situations that directly follows each situation of $S(sit)$.
- Compute the lower bound (LB) of the utility value ($U$) associated with each situation $s(k) \in S_{\text{follow}}(sit)$:
  \[
  LB(s(k)) = \min(U(s(m))), \text{ for } s(m) \in S(s(k)), \text{ the set of situations similar to } s(k).
  \]
- Execute the action that should take the robot to the new situation $s^*$: $s^* = \max(LB(s))$ and $s \in S_{\text{follow}}(sit)$.

The utility $U$ associated with a given situation can be computed in many ways. It can be the
exact value of the reinforcement function for this particular situation-action pair, or it can be a
more elaborate variable. For example, in our experience we store the situation-action pairs, plus
the number of targets under observation in the lookup table ($M$). However, the value that is used as
utility is +1 if one or more targets have been acquired compared to the previous situation, -1 if one
or more targets have been lost, or 0 otherwise. An exact $Q$ value requires running the $Q$-learning
algorithm with the samples stored in the memory.

2.3.3 Results of Instance-Based Q-Learning

We studied the efficiency of the Pessimistic Algorithm by comparing the performance of a team
of robots with a purely random action selection policy, a user-defined non-cooperative policy and
A-CMOMMT. In these experiments, each robot situation is a vector of two times 16 components.
The first 16 components code the position and orientation of the targets, simulating a ring of 16
sensors uniformly distributed around the robot body. Each sensor measures the distance to the
nearest target, with the sensor position around the body giving the orientation. The second ring
of 16 components code in the same manner the position and orientation of neighboring robots.
The maximum range for a target or a robot to be seen is 1000, for an arena radius of 5000. The
actions of each robot are rotation and forward movement. The measure of performance is the mean
observation time of all targets.

Figure 5 shows the performance of a Pessimistic lazy $Q$-learning policy versus the size of the
lazy memory, from 100 to 900 situation-action pairs. Each point is the average of 10 experiments.
The lazy memories are obtained through an initial exploration involving from 15 to 25 targets
and a single robot. During the sampling, the targets are fixed and the robot’s policy is random
action selection (with 5% chance of direction and orientation changes). The reinforcement function
returns +1 if the total number of targets under observation increases, -1 if this number decreases,
or 0 otherwise.

As we see there is an important performance gain associated with the Pessimistic lazy $Q$-learning
over a purely random selection policy. Even more interestingly, lazy $Q$-learning performs much bet-
ter than the human-defined non-cooperative policy ($Local$). It is important to note that neither
policy is aware of the existence of the other robots. Both policies use the same sensory information – i.e., the distance and orientation of nearby targets. It is our opinion that the variation of performance is due to the fact that the lazy Q-learned behavior is somewhat less rigid than the user-defined policy. A lazy Q-learning guided robot will follow a target further than it could be, and, in doing so, will exhibit an erratic path, moving from one side of the target to another, back and forth without losing the target. In doing so, the surface under observation per unit of time is larger than the covered surface by the more rigid center-of-gravity-oriented robot. On the other hand, because it does not take into account the neighboring robots, it is easy to understand why the lazy Q-learned behavior performance cannot reach the level of the A-CMOMMT performance. In our current work, we are extending this approach so that it does take into account neighboring robots.

2.4 Learning Approach #2: Q-Learning with VQQL and Generalized Lloyd Algorithm

Our second approach for multi-robot learning of new cooperative behaviors in inherently cooperative domains applies Q-Learning along with the VQQL [11] technique and the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm [21, 20] to address the generalization issue in reinforcement learning. The application of reinforcement learning [13] is useful in robot control tasks, but it usually requires a well-defined state space by which the robot learns to select an adequate action for each current state to accomplish the task. Typical solutions to the state space definition were proposed in [25, 26], where variable resolution discretization of the input data was used in order to solve control problems. In [6] similar ideas were proposed, but most of these techniques assume a deterministic environment, and are thus not easily applicable to a robotic domain, where indeterminism from sensors and actuators is always present. In this sense, several approaches can be found. In [3], hyper ellipsoids were used to cluster stored vectors and to learn a state transition map in terms of actions from which the optimal action sequence is obtained. In [43], situations are learned and maintained in the
continuous state space on the basis of the rewards from the environment, learning the transitions between the situations in order to apply partial planning over the network learned. In [37], another heuristic is presented to split the state space environment on the basis of the rewards. In general, most of these approaches have been studied in low size domains, typically with only two or three attributes for the input state representation.

Other related work shows the utility of using quantization techniques to represent the state space. An adaptive input-space quantization was proposed in [18] based on Voronoi quantizers, where neurons were added and removed based on the behavior of the robots. In [7] the Kohonen LVQ algorithm [16] and Q-Learning [44] work together to locate a pre-defined number of neurons in adequate positions of the environment to achieve the goal. In [42], associative memory [15] and Q-Learning are used to learn a map from an input representation of the space state to actions.

The VQQL technique we describe here allows the application of the Q-Learning algorithm over local information to learn behaviors in large domains by obtaining reduced representations of such domains using an unsupervised learning technique [21, 20]. This technique allows a dramatic reduction in the number of states that would be needed if a uniform representation of the environment of the robots were used, thus allowing a better use of the experience obtained from the environment. In this way, useful information can be stored in the state space representation without excessively increasing the number of states needed.

2.4.1 Reducing the Domain Size

The reinforcement learning model [13] is usually explained in terms of finite and discrete parameters. The usual execution cycle begins with an agent receiving information from the environment. This information is used to represent an individual state \( s \) from a finite set \( \mathcal{S} \). Given that state, the action policy finds which action \( a \) from a finite set \( \mathcal{A} \) is useful to achieve a goal. Then the agent executes the action, receiving feedback from the environment about the new state \( s' \) and a reinforcement signal, \( r \in \mathcal{R} \). This discrete scheme is useful when time is not continuous and the execution of actions generates state transitions. In this case, the discount parameter \( \gamma \) used for learning is an integer parameter that ranges from 0 to infinity.

However, in most domains, such as the CMOMMT application, none of the previous assumptions about discrete environments are true; we therefore need a mechanism to discretize states and actions in a world with continuous time. Thus, a discretized reinforcement learning problem can be defined as follows [9]:

- The continuous state space, \( \mathcal{S} \), is mapped to a finite one, \( \hat{\mathcal{S}} \). Each discretized new state can be considered as a region or situation in the continuous state space.
- The continuous action space is mapped to a discretized set of high-level macro-actions or skills, \( \hat{\mathcal{A}} \).
- State transitions exist only among regions by executing macro-actions. A state transition from any region \( \hat{s} \) to other region \( \hat{s}' \in \hat{\mathcal{S}} \) with a macro-action \( \hat{a} \in \hat{\mathcal{A}} \) is given when, from any continuous state \( s \) in region \( \hat{s} \), the agent executes macro-action \( \hat{a} \) until it arrives in a continuous state \( s' \) into a region \( \hat{s}' \) different than \( \hat{s} \). That is, a state transition is given only when the agent changes regions in the state space. This transition is given in a continuous time \( t \).
- The reinforcement scheme used is a delayed reward scheme, where positive or negative rewards are obtained only at the end of a training session. Then, if while the agent is in a region it arrives at an end state, it receives an immediate reward from the environment and updates
its policy. If the agent arrives in any other region, it receives a null reward and updates its policy taking into account the region in which it arrives and the time that it has taken.

2.4.2 Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA)

The generalized Lloyd algorithm [21, 20] is a clustering technique that consists of a number of iterations, each one recomputing the set of more appropriate partitions of the input states (vectors), and their centroids. The algorithm is shown in Table 2. It takes as input a set $T$ of $M$ input states, and generates as output the set $C$ of $N$ new states (quantization levels).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generalized Lloyd algorithm $(T,N)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Begin with an initial codebook $C_1$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Repeat:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Given a codebook (set of clusters defined by their centroids) $C_m = {y_i; i = 1, \ldots, N}$, redistribute each vector (state) $x \in T$ into one of the clusters in $C_m$ by selecting the one whose centroid is closer to $x$ (nearest neighbor rule).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Recompute the centroids for each cluster just created, $R$, to obtain the new codebook $C_{m+1}$, using equation 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{cent}(R)[i] = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{j=1}^{|R|} x_{j}[i]$ (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where $x_j \in R$, $x_j[i]$ is the value of component (attribute) $i$ of vector $x_j$, and $|R|$ is the cardinality of $R$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) If an empty cell (cluster) was generated in the previous step, an alternative code vector assignment is made (instead of the centroid computation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Compute the average distortion for $C_{m+1}$, $D_{m+1}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Until the distortion has only changed by a small enough amount since last iteration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The generalized Lloyd algorithm.

There are three design decisions to be made when using such a technique:

**Stopping criterion.** Usually, the average distortion of a codebook at cycle $m$, $D_m$, is computed and compared to a threshold $\theta$ ($0 \leq \theta \leq 1$) as in equation 3:

$$\frac{(D_m - D_{m+1})}{D_m} < \theta$$ (3)

**Empty cells.** One of the most used mechanisms consists of splitting other partitions, and reassigning the new partition to the empty one. All empty cells generated by the GLA are changed in each iteration by another cell. To define the new one, another non-empty cell, $y$, with large average distortion is split in two:

$$y_i = \{y[1] - \epsilon, \ldots, y[K] - \epsilon\}, \text{and}$$
\[ y_2 = \{ y[1] + \epsilon, \ldots, y[K] + \epsilon \} \]

**Initial codebook generation.** We have used a version of the GLA [20] as explained in Table 3, that requires a partition split mechanism as the one described above inserted into the GLA in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GLA with Splitting (T)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Begin with an initial codebook ( C_1 ) with ( N ) (number of levels of the codebook) set to 1. The only level of the codebook is the centroid of the input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Repeat:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Set ( N ) to ( N \times 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Generate a new codebook ( C_{m+1} ) with ( N ) levels that includes the codebook ( C_m ). The rest of the ( N ) undefined levels can be initialized to 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Execute the GLA algorithm in Table 2 with the splitting mechanism with parameters ( (T, N) ) over the codebook obtained in the previous step.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Until \( N \) is the desired level.

Table 3: A version of the generalized Lloyd algorithm that solves the initial codebook and empty cell problems.

### 2.4.3 Application of VQ to Q-Learning: VQQL

The use of vector quantization and the generalized Lloyd algorithm to solve the generalization problem in reinforcement learning algorithms requires two consecutive phases:

**Learn the quantizer.** Design the \( N \)-levels vector quantizer from input data obtained from the environment.

**Learn the Q function.** Once the vector quantizer is designed (i.e., the environment is clustered into \( N \) different states), the Q function must be learned, generating the Q table composed of \( N \) rows and a column for each action.

To apply vector quantization with the goal of a domain reduction, followed by the application of a discrete reinforcement learning technique, two strategies can be used: an off-line version where all the initial data is obtained in a previous step, or an on-line version, where the learning phase is interactive, and exploitation strategies can be followed. In this work, the on-line version of the model is applied, using the following steps:

- Obtain a set \( T \) of examples of states.
- Design a vector quantizer \( C \) using \( T \) with the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm.
- Learn the Q function using the following steps:
Choose an action following an exploration/exploitation strategy. Receive the reward, obtaining an experience tuple $< s, a, s', r >$. (This tuple is obtained by following the discretized reinforcement learning approach introduced at beginning of this section.)

- Quantify the experience tuple, obtaining $< s, a, s', r >$.
- Create the Q table following the algorithm in Table 1.

Both phases – the design of the vector quantizer and the reinforcement learning technique – are applied within the VQQL model [11].

### 2.4.4 Previous Application of VQQL

VQQL was first used in the RoboCup domain [14] in the simulation league. The Vector Quantization technique allows us to take advantage of the statistical characteristics of the domain to reduce its size, taking into account only relevant zones from the complete domain. In [10] the ball interception skill of a goalie is learned in the robosoccer domain. Figure 6 (a) shows examples of the distance and direction parameters from the ball to the goalie – two of the four parameters used for learning the skill. Figure 6 (b) shows the clusters obtained when the GLA algorithm is used.

![Fig 6](image)

Figure 6: Distance and direction parameters from (a) original data, and (b) a codebook obtained by the GLA.

In this case, data obtained from random behavior of the agent was used to learn the clusters. After using Q-Learning to learn the skill, more than 60% of balls are intercepted by the goalie. In Figure 6, we can see how GLA places clusters only in those zones of the environment where there are examples of the original data, with the bias of situating more clusters in those zones with the highest density of examples.

In [9], an iterative version of the algorithm obtains advantages from the behavior that the robot is learning. The main idea is that the state representation might change while the robot is learning so it iteratively updates both phases of the VQQL model: learning the state space representation and learning the behavior.

### 2.4.5 Reinforcement Learning in the CMOMMT Application

In our second learning approach, the CMOMMT application has been redefined as a delayed reward reinforcement learning problem. To explain this approach, we discuss several issues in the following paragraphs.

**The Input Data.** In the CMOMMT domain, relevant input data consists of the locations of the targets and the other robots. However, at each moment, we likely have a partially observable
environment, since not all targets and robots will be generally known to each robot. As an approximation, this approach maintains information on the nearest target and the nearest robot, using a mask when information is not known. In this case, the size of the input data depends on the number of targets and robots used as local information, and will differ in different experiments.

The Actions. Actions are discretized into eight skills, following the cardinal points: go North, go North-East, go East, etc. Additional actions can be introduced if desired. Then, if the agent is in a discretized state $s$, and performs the action “go North”, it will be moving until it arrives in a discretized state $s' \neq s$.

The Reinforcement Function. The reinforcement function changes in the experiments, depending on the input data that is received. In most cases, positive rewards are given when targets are observed, so a higher reward is gained with higher numbers of targets in view. As will be described below, this positive reward is counteracted in some experiments when other robots are in view, which is the criterion used to define whether or not the robots are collaborating. Therefore, negative reinforcements may be received if other robots are in the same viewing range. Furthermore, a delayed reinforcement approach has been followed, so reinforcements are only received at the end of each trial.

2.4.6 Results of Q-Learning with VQQL

To evaluate this second approach to multi-robot learning, we conducted a number of experiments. These experiments consist of applying the VQQL model to the CMOMMT application in order to achieve a higher performance, following the performance measure defined in Section 2.1 as the average number of targets under observation in runs of 1000 cycles. The maximum range for a target or a robot to be seen is 1000, for an arena radius of 5000.

In this case, the on-line version of the model has been used. Different experiments have been executed in order to compare the performance of the model based on two main factors - (1) the number of states used for the state space representation, and (2) whether robots use collaboration in order to achieve a higher performance.

*Experiment 1*

In the first set of experiments, each state is a two component tuple storing the $x$ and $y$ component of the distance vector from the robot to the furthest target in view of the robot. Figure 7 shows the $x$ and $y$ components of the distance vector of the input data obtained in the first step of the VQQL model. In this sense, we can see how this input data already introduces statistical information. For instance, the $x$ component and $y$ component are such that the distance vector is smaller than the range of view of the robots, except for the point $(1000,1000)$, which is the mask value used when the robot cannot see any target.

When applying the GLA algorithm to obtain a smaller representation of all this data, we can obtain several codebooks of different sizes. Figure 8 shows the distortion evolution of the training data and the test data, and how in both cases, the average distortion obtained is less than 1000 for codebooks of 256 states or more.

Figure 9 shows the state representation obtained with both a codebook of 16 and a codebook of 64 centroids, i.e., a domain with 16 or 64 different states. We can see how this representation is adapted to the input data shown in Figure 7, including a state for the point $(1000,1000)$. 
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Figure 7: Distance vectors from the robot to the furthest target within viewing range.

Figure 8: Distortion evolution versus size of the codebook.

Given this representation, the next step is to learn the multi-target observation task. As in the rest of the experiments, eight actions have been defined for the robot, each defined to follow a cardinal point: “go north”, “go north-east”, “go east”, etc. The delayed reinforcement function is the number of targets that the agent sees. The number of targets is 10, while the number of robots is 1 in the learning phase, and 10 in the test phase. In this case, no collaboration strategy has been defined in the experiment among the robots, and positive delayed reward is only given at the end of each trial equal to the number of targets under observation. Furthermore, if the robot loses all the targets, it receives a negative reinforcement, and remains motionless until some target enters its viewing range. The duration of each trial in the learning phase is 100.

Figure 10 shows the results of the learning for different size codebooks and different learning phase lengths. From this figure, we see that the VQQL model achieves a performance of approximately 59% for most of the studied cases. It is an improvement over the first learning approach explained in Section 2.3, where a 50% rate of performance was achieved with the Pessimistic Lazy Q-Learning algorithm.

In this case, with only 16 different states the robots achieve a 59% rate of performance; higher state representations do not provide higher performance improvements. Another important issue is the learning rate. Smaller state space representations (16 or 64 states) learn very fast, requiring only 100-150 trials, while higher numbers of states (256) need at least 200 trials to achieve similar results. The 1024 level model cannot achieve this success within 1000 trials. Finally, we note that
convergence in learning is harder to achieve because of the exploration and exploitation strategy followed in the Q-Learning phase, where the learning rate $\alpha$ is constant (0.05), for a discount parameter of $\gamma = 0.6$. Convergence might be improved with another strategy.

Why cannot the robots achieve a higher performance? The answer to this question can be easily found in Figure 11. In this figure, note how ten robots are grouped into only three clusters. In this case, the same performance could be achieved if only three robots were used instead of ten. Thus, a collaboration strategy must be introduced in order to avoid this sort of behavior.

**Experiment 2**

The goal of this experiment is to achieve a better performance by introducing collaborative behaviors among the robots. In this sense, given that the only signal that the robots receive in order to learn their behavior is the reinforcement signal, the collaboration must be implicitly introduced. In this case, the state space representation is increased in order to incorporate more information about targets and other robots. Thus, input data is composed of information about the nearest target within view, the furthest target within view, as well as the nearest robot. This increases the input vector from two to six components.

Adding this new information requires a change in the training phase as well, in that now, ten robots simultaneously learn the same policy using the same $Q$ table during learning and testing. The implication of this approach is that the behavior is learned up to ten times faster, due to
Figure 11: Robots following targets in the CMOMMT application. The behavior is not correct because several robots follow the same target instead of following different targets.

ten robots creating the table simultaneously (although this point has not been studied in depth). Furthermore, the reinforcement signal now incorporates a negative reward that is given at the end of each trial in order to achieve a collaborative behavior. This negative reward is based on whether or not the robot has another robot in its range of view. Thus, the reinforcement function for each robot $i$ at the last moment of the trial, $r_i(T)$ is calculated in this way (following the notation introduced in Section 2.1):

$$r_i(T) = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} b_{ij}(T) \right) - k(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where

- $b_{ij}(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if robot } v_i \text{ is observing target } o_j(t) \text{ in } S \text{ at time } t \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

- $n$ is the number of robots (10 in this experiment), and

- $k(T)$ is a function whose value is 1 if the robot can see other robots, or 0 otherwise.

The basic idea is that the optimal behavior will be achieved when each robot follows a different target, to the greatest extent possible. This negative reward does not insure this characteristic, but it is easy to understand that it might help.

The results shown in Figure 12 illustrate these prior expectations. In this case, a higher number of states are needed to achieve good behavior because of the increase in the number of input attributes. For state space representations of only 64, around a 40% rate of performance is achieved. For 256 states, the performance is increased up to 50%, and for 1024 states, the 60% level of performance achieved in experiment 1 is also obtained. The real improvement appears with 2048 states, where the percentage of targets under observation is 65% – five percentage points higher than in the previous experiment, and near the best human-generated solution reported in [36].

Figure 13 shows the robots following the targets using the learned behavior over a state representation of 2048 states. In this image, only one target is not followed by any robot, showing how the collaborative behavior has been achieved. Figure 14 shows the results of both experiments, and their comparison with previous works.
The primary findings from this research are that the VQQL model is useful for obtaining state space representations that allow the application of the learning model based on discrete representations. In this sense, with only two attributes, the model is able to achieve results of 59% of targets in the robots’ viewing area with only 16 states – an improvement over previous research that achieved a 50% rate of performance. Furthermore, the model is able to learn in a higher dimensional environment, where six attributes were introduced to obtain information about more targets and other robots. In this case, collaborative behaviors emerge only by penalizing robots for maintaining other robots within view, achieving a 64% rate of performance, nearer to the 71% achieved by the best human-generated solution. In conclusion, collaborative behaviors have been achieved by only using local information of the environment, obtaining better results than with the non-collaborative version.

In future research for learning cooperative behaviors, primary efforts must be aimed at improving performance by obtaining better representations of the state space. In this sense, guiding the unsupervised technique to use information about the behavior being learned may be useful. Some previous works introduce as information the Q value of the states [42] or the reinforcements received from the environment [43]. On the other hand, the advantages of this approach over the
unsupervised techniques are not obvious. The main goal of this technique is to reduce the learning time by not including useless states that lead to inefficiency in learning. However, in some cases, the time and resources spent in learning a more adjusted state space representation might be longer than the penalty for using a less adjusted state representation.

3 Learning for Parameter Adjustment

An important goal in the development of autonomous robot systems is enabling robots to perform their tasks over a long period of time without human supervision. So-called “lifelong” robot systems must be capable of dealing with dynamic changes that will inevitably occur over time, such as changes in the environment or incremental variations in their own performance capabilities. Environmental changes may occur due to shifts in the weather, time-of-day daylight and temperature variation, the effect of the robot system itself in performing its application, or other causes external to the robot system. Incremental variations in robot performance capabilities may occur: (1) as a natural consequence of wear-and-tear on the robots, which may cause incremental or sudden degradations in robot performance, or (2) in more advanced robots, as a consequence of robot learning, which improves an individual robot’s performance of a particular task.

The ability to adapt to these types of dynamic changes is especially important in multi-robot applications, since the effects of individual robot actions propagate across the entire team. In most real-world applications, a multi-robot team with static capabilities will not be able to continually achieve its goals over time as the system of robots and the environment drift further and further from the original state. Instead, a successful lifelong multi-robot team will adapt to changes in robot team member capabilities, robot team composition, mission requirements, and the environmental state.

Heterogeneity in multi-robot teams presents a particular challenge to efficient autonomous control when overlap in team member capabilities occurs. Overlap in team member capabilities means that more than one robot may be able to perform a given task, but with different levels of efficiency. In these cases, the robots must continually determine which individual on the team is currently the best suited for a given task in the application. These types of decisions are usually not easy to make, especially when the multi-robot team control is distributed across all team members.
3.1 Learning Approach #3: L-ALLIANCE

In previous work [30], we have developed the ALLIANCE software architecture, and have shown it to be capable of providing robot team members with fault tolerant, dynamic action selection for situations in which robots fail, the mission changes, the robot team composition changes, or the environment changes. ALLIANCE alone, however, does not address the issues of incremental degradations or improvements in individual robot performance. Thus, to address the issue of lifelong adaptation in heterogeneous multi-robot teams, we present the L-ALLIANCE (for Learning-ALLIANCE) extension to ALLIANCE that enables robot team members to efficiently learn about the capabilities of robot team members through experience with those team members, and to select their actions based upon incremental changes in individual robot team performance. The key issue addressed in this approach is:

Given a team of robots and a mission that they are to perform that consists of several independent tasks, how do the robots select their actions to ensure that the mission is completed as efficiently as possible, even when robot team members have overlapping, but heterogeneous, capabilities that may continually vary over time?

Formally, let \( R = \{ r_1, r_2, ..., r_n \} \) represent the set of \( n \) robots on a cooperative team, and the set \( T = \{ \text{task}_1, \text{task}_2, ..., \text{task}_m \} \) represent the \( m \) independent tasks required in the current mission. Each robot \( r_i \) in \( R \) has a number of high-level task-achieving functions that it can perform, represented by the set \( A_i = \{ a_{i1}, a_{i2}, ... \} \). Since different robots may have different ways of performing the same task, we define the set of \( n \) functions \( H \), where \( H : A_i \rightarrow T \), \( H = \{ h_1(a_{ik}), h_2(a_{2k}), ..., h_n(a_{nk}) \} \), and \( h_i(a_{ik}) \) returns the task \( \text{task}_j \) that robot \( r_i \) is working on when it performs the high-level function \( a_{ik} \).

We denote the metric evaluation function as \( q(a_{ij}) \), which returns the “quality” of the action \( a_{ij} \) as measured by a given metric. Typically, we consider metrics such as the average time or average energy required to complete a task, although many other metrics could be used. Of course, robots unfamiliar with their own abilities or the abilities of their teammates do not have access to this \( q(a_{ij}) \) function. Thus, an additional aspect to the robot’s learning problem is actually obtaining the performance quality information required to make an “intelligent” action selection choice. Finally, define the tasks a robot \( r_i \) elects to perform during a mission as the set \( U_i = \{ a_{ij} \} \) robot \( r_i \) performs task \( h_i(a_{ij}) \) during the current mission.

In the most general form of this problem, distinct robots may have different collections of capabilities; thus, we do not assume that \( \forall i, \forall j, (A_i = A_j) \). Further, if different robots can perform the same task, they may perform that task with different qualities; thus, we do not assume that if \( h_i(a_{ix}) = h_j(a_{iy}) \), then \( q(a_{ix}) = q(a_{iy}) \).

The formal Heterogeneous Robot Action Selection Problem can then be stated as follows:

**Heterogeneous Robot Action Selection Problem (HRASP):**

Given \( R, T, A_i, \) and \( H \), determine the set of actions \( U_i \) for all \( r_i \) such that \( \forall (r_i \in R).U_i \subseteq A_i \) and \( \forall (\text{task}_j \in T).\exists i.\exists k.((\text{task}_j = h_i(a_{ik})) \) and \( (a_{ik} \in U_i)) \) and the performance metric is optimized, according to the desired performance metric; for example, for the time metric, we seek to minimize: \( \max_i(\sum_{a_{ik} \in U_i} q_{time}(a_{ik})) \).

We note here that for reasons of robustness, fault tolerance, and flexibility, distributed decision-making very often gives better results than a centralized decisionmaker. Thus, while this efficiency
problem is formulated as a centralized decision problem, in robust real-world applications, the problem should often be solved by the distributed multi-robot team using incomplete local information. Nevertheless, even if complete global information is assumed, this efficiency problem can be easily shown to be NP-hard by restriction to the well-known NP-complete problem PARTITION (see [34] for the proof). Since this efficiency problem is NP-hard, we cannot expect the robot teams to be able to derive an optimal action selection policy in a reasonable length of time. We look instead to heuristic approximations to the problem that work well in practice.

3.1.1 Brief Overview of ALLIANCE

The foundation of our approach to achieve lifelong heterogeneous multi-robot adaptation is the ALLIANCE architecture (see Figure 15), which we developed in previous work [30]. To understand the details of the L-ALLIANCE mechanisms, we repeat a brief overview of ALLIANCE here. A major design goal in the development of ALLIANCE was to address the real-world issues of fault tolerance and adaptivity when using teams of fallible robots with noisy sensors and effectors. The aim is to create robot teams that are able to cope with failures and uncertainty in action selection and action execution, and with changes in a dynamic environment. Because of these design goals, we developed ALLIANCE to be a fully decentralized, behavior-based software architecture which gives all robots the capability to determine their own actions based upon their current situation. No centralized control is utilized, so that we can investigate the power of a fully distributed robotic system to accomplish group goals. The purpose of this approach is to maintain a purely distributed cooperative control scheme which affords an increased degree of robustness; since individual agents are always fully autonomous, they have the ability to perform useful actions even amidst the failure of other robots.

Unlike typical behavior-based approaches, ALLIANCE delineates several behavior sets that are either active as a group or are hibernating. Each behavior set of a robot corresponds to those levels of competence required to perform some high-level task-achieving function. Because of the alternative goals that may be pursued by the robots, the robots must have some means of selecting the
appropriate behavior set to activate. This action selection is controlled through the use of motivational behaviors, each of which controls the activation of one behavior set. Due to conflicting goals, only one behavior set is active at any point in time (implemented via cross-inhibition of behavior sets). However, other lower-level competences such as collision avoidance may be continually active regardless of the high-level goal the robot is currently pursuing.

The motivational behavior mechanism is based upon the use of two mathematically-modeled motivations within each robot – impatience and acquiescence – to achieve adaptive action selection. Using the current rates of impatience and acquiescence, as well as sensory feedback and knowledge of other team member activities, a motivational behavior computes a level of activation for its corresponding behavior set. Once the level of activation has crossed the threshold, the corresponding behavior set is activated, and the robot has selected an action. The motivations of impatience and acquiescence allow robots to take over tasks from other team members (i.e., become impatient) if those team members do not demonstrate their ability – through their effect on the world — to accomplish those tasks. Similarly, they allow a robot to give up its own current task (i.e., acquiesce) if its sensory feedback indicates that adequate progress is not being made to accomplish that task. The rate at which robots become impatient or acquiesce is dependent upon control parameter settings. It is these control parameters that are automatically updated by the L-ALLIANCE mechanism to achieve lifelong adaptations to continual changes in robot team member performance.

In ALLIANCE, it is important for the sake of efficiency that robots be aware of the actions of their teammates. Although it would be more elegant if robots were able to visually observe and understand the actions of their teammates, it is still very difficult to program robots with this capability. Thus, as a substitute for passive action recognition, the robots under ALLIANCE periodically broadcast their current actions to their teammates. For a complete discussion of ALLIANCE, as well as examples of its implementation in several multi-robot applications (e.g. “mock” hazardous waste cleanup, janitorial service, bounding overwatch, etc.), see [28, 30].

3.1.2 Overview of L-ALLIANCE

The L-ALLIANCE extension to ALLIANCE addresses issues of efficiency and lifelong adaptation by incorporating a dynamic parameter update mechanism into the ALLIANCE architecture. This parameter update mechanism preserves the fault tolerant features of ALLIANCE while enabling the robot team to adapt its performance to changes in the environment and robot team capabilities, thus improving or maintaining the efficiency of the robot team performance over time.

Providing a robot team with the ability to automatically update its own motivational behavior parameters requires solutions to two problems:

1. How to give robots the ability to obtain knowledge about the quality of team member performances, and

2. How to use team member performance knowledge to select a task to pursue.

The following subsections describe how these issues are addressed in L-ALLIANCE.

L-ALLIANCE Performance Monitors

The learning mechanism used in L-ALLIANCE requires robots to have the ability to monitor, evaluate, and catalog the performance of team members in executing certain tasks. Without this
Figure 16: The L-ALLIANCE architecture extends ALLIANCE by adding performance monitors that measure the performance of robot team members for certain tasks.

ability, a robot must rely on human-supplied performance measurements of robot team members that will likely not be responsive to dynamic changes that occur over time. Once these performance measurements are obtained, the robot team members have a basis for determining the preferential activation of one behavior set over any other either for the sake of efficiency and long-term adaptation, or to determine when a robot failure has occurred.

Figure 16 illustrates the L-ALLIANCE architecture. This architecture extends the ALLIANCE architecture by incorporating the use of performance monitors for each motivational behavior within each robot. Each monitor is responsible for observing, evaluating, and cataloging the performance of any robot team member (including itself) whenever it performs the task corresponding to that monitor’s respective behavior set. Formally, robot $r_i$, programmed with the $b$ behavior sets $A = \{a_{i1}, a_{i2}, ..., a_{ib}\}$, also has $b$ monitors $MON_i = \{mon_{i1}, mon_{i2}, ..., mon_{ib}\}$, such that monitor $mon_{ij}$ observes the performance of any robot performing task $h_i(a_{ij})$, keeping track of the appropriate performance quality measure (such as time of task completion) of that robot. Monitor $mon_{ij}$ then uses the mechanism described in section 3.1.3 to update the control parameters of behavior set $a_{ij}$ based upon this learned knowledge. It is important to note that a robot $r_i$ does not keep track of the performance qualities for capabilities of other robots that $r_i$ does not share. This allows the L-ALLIANCE architecture to scale more favorably as the mission size increases.

Two L-ALLIANCE Control Phases

The degree to which robot team members can actively pursue knowledge concerning team member abilities depends on the type of mission in which they are engaged. If they are on a training mission, whose sole purpose is to allow robots to become familiar with themselves and with their teammates, then the robots have more freedom to explore their capabilities without concern for possibly not completing the mission. On the other hand, if the robots are on a live mission that
may continue for a long period of time, then the team has to ensure that the mission gets completed as efficiently as possible, while continuing to adapt their performance over time as the capabilities of their teammates change. Thus, one of two high-level control phases are utilized for robot team members under L-ALLIANCE. During training missions, the robots enter the \textit{active learning} phase, whereas during live missions, they enter the \textit{adaptive learning} phase.

In the active learning phase, the robots' motivational behaviors interact to cause each robot to select its next action randomly from those actions that are: (1) currently undone, as determined from the sensory feedback, and (2) currently not being executed by any other robot, as determined from the broadcast communication messages. While they perform their tasks, the robots are maximally patient and minimally acquiescent, meaning that a robot neither tries to preempt another robot's ongoing task, nor does it acquiesce its own current action to another robot. During this active learning phase, each monitor $\text{mon}_{ij}$ in each robot $r_i$ monitors and catalogs the performance of all robots $r_k$ that are performing task $h_i(a_{ij})$, and then uses this information to update the appropriate control parameters.

During the adaptive learning phase, robots are working on a “live” mission. Thus, the team cannot afford to allow members to attempt to accomplish tasks for long periods of time with little or no demonstrable progress. The team members have to make a concerted effort to accomplish the mission with whatever knowledge they may have about team member abilities, and must not tolerate long episodes of robot actions that do not have the desired effect on the world. Thus, in the \textit{adaptive learning} phase, the robots acquiesce (give up tasks) and become impatient (take over tasks) according to their learned knowledge and the control strategies described below, rather than being maximally patient and minimally acquiescent as they are in the active learning phase. However, the monitors of each robot continue to observe the robot performances during this phase, and update the control parameters appropriately, as described in the following two sections.

\textit{Action Selection Strategy}

In [29], we reported on a series of experiments we conducted in simulation to determine the most efficient means for the robot team members to select their actions, based upon the relative quality measurements observed by the robots during mission performance. The goal is to implement the best action selection approach into the parameters of the L-ALLIANCE framework. By defining the parameter settings as a function of the quality measures of robot performances, the parameters can then be set and updated automatically over time during the robot team’s mission. The results from our earlier experiments showed that the following action selection strategy was found to have the best performance:

\textbf{L-ALLIANCE Action Selection Methodology:}

1. At each iteration, robot $r_i$ divides the remaining tasks into two categories:
   (a) Tasks meeting the intersection of the following conditions: (1) Tasks that $r_i$ expects to be able to perform better than any other team member, and (2) tasks that no other robot is currently performing.
   (b) All other tasks $r_i$ can perform.

2. Robot $r_i$ repeats the following until sensory feedback indicates that no more tasks are left:
   (a) Select tasks from the first category according to the longest task first approach, unless no more tasks remain in the first category.
(b) Select tasks from the second category according to the shortest task first approach.

If a robot has no learned knowledge about team member capabilities, all of its tasks fall into the second category.

We note that the task division that occurs in the first step is a very simple process of using sensory feedback and the current system state to determine which tasks are applicable at the current point in the mission. For each applicable task, the robot looks up the stored performance measurements to divide the tasks into the categories noted. This is an $O(nm)$ operation. More discussion on the significance and derivation of this action selection strategy can be found in [29].

### 3.1.3 Formal Model of L-ALLIANCE

The derived action selection policy has been formally modeled into the control parameters of the L-ALLIANCE architecture. Due to space limitations, we simply state the formal model here. Refer to [34] for a detailed explanation of this model.

Given $\theta$, which is the threshold of activity of a behavior set, and strategy, which is the current impatience/acquiescence update strategy, seven sources of input affect the motivation to perform a particular behavior set. These inputs are defined as:

**Sensory feedback:**

$$sensory\_feedback_{ij}(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if sensory feedback in robot } r_i \text{ at time } t \text{ indicates that behavior } a_{ij} \text{ is applicable} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

**Inter-robot communication:**

$$\rho_i = \text{Rate of messages per unit time that robot } r_i \text{ sends concerning its current activity}$$

$$comm\_received(i, k, j, t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if robot } r_i \text{ has received message from robot } r_k \text{ concerning task } h_k(a_{ij}) \text{ in the time span } (t_1, t_2), \text{ where } t_1 < t_2 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

$$\tau_i = \text{Maximum time robot } r_i \text{ allows to pass without hearing from a particular robot before assuming that that robot has ceased to function}$$

$$robots\_present(i, t) = \{k | \exists j. (comm\_received(i, k, j, t - \tau_i, t) = 1)\}$$

**Suppression from active behavior sets:**

$$activity\_suppression_{ij}(t) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if another behavior set } a_{ik} \text{ is active, } k \neq j, \text{ on robot } r_i \text{ at time } t \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

**Learned robot influence:**

$$learning\_impatience_{ij}(t) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \sum_{x \in robots\_present(i, t)} \frac{comm\_received(i, x, j, 0, t)}{ \neq 0} \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

$$\mu = \text{Number of trials over which task performance averages and standard deviations are maintained}$$
\[ \text{task}_\text{time}_i(k,j,t) = \text{(average time over last } \mu \text{ trials of } r_k \text{’s performance of (task } h_i(a_{ij}) \text{)} + \text{ one standard deviation of these } \mu \text{ attempts, as measured by } r_i \]

\[
\text{task}_\text{category}_ij(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } (\text{task}_\text{time}(i,j,t) = \min_{k \in \text{robots}_\text{present}(i,t)} \text{task}_\text{time}(k,j,t)) \\
& \text{and} \\
& (\sum_{x \in \text{robots}_\text{present}(i,t)} \text{comm}_\text{received}(i,x,j,t-\tau_i,t)) = 0) \\
2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[ \text{boredom}_\text{threshold}_i = \text{level of boredom at which robot } r_i \text{ ignores the presence of other robots able to perform some task not currently being executed} \]

\[ \text{boredom}_i(t) = \begin{cases} \left( \prod_j \text{ activity}_\text{suppression}_ij(t) \right) \times \text{boredom}_i(t-1) + \text{boredom}_\text{rate}_i & \text{for } t = 0 \\
\text{boredom}_i(t-1) + \text{boredom}_\text{rate}_i & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

\[ \text{learned}_\text{robot}_\text{influence}_ij(t) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } (\text{boredom}_i(t) < \text{boredom}_\text{threshold}_i) \\
& \text{and } (\text{task}_\text{category}_ij(t) = 2) \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

**Robot Impatience:**

\[ \phi_{ij}(k,t) = \text{Time during which robot } r_i \text{ is willing to allow robot } r_k \text{’s communication message to affect the motivation of behavior set } a_{ij}. \]

\[ = \begin{cases} \text{task}_\text{time}_i(k,j,t) & \text{if } (\text{strategy} = \text{III}) \\
\text{task}_\text{time}_i(i,j,t) & \text{if } (\text{strategy} = \text{II})
\end{cases} \]

\[ \delta_\text{slow}_{ij}(k,t) = \text{Rate of impatience of robot } r_i \text{ concerning behavior set } a_{ij} \text{ after discovering robot } r_k \text{ performing the task corresponding to this behavior set} \]

\[ = \frac{\theta}{\phi_{ij}(k,t)} \]

\[ \text{min}_\text{delay} = \text{minimum allowed delay} \]

\[ \text{max}_\text{delay} = \text{maximum allowed delay} \]

\[ \text{high} = \max_{k,j} \text{task}_\text{time}_i(k,j,t) \]

\[ \text{low} = \min_{k,j} \text{task}_\text{time}_i(k,j,t) \]

\[ \text{scale}_\text{factor} = \frac{\text{max}_\text{delay} - \text{min}_\text{delay}}{\text{high} - \text{low}} \]

\[ \delta_\text{fast}_{ij}(t) = \text{Rate of impatience of robot } r_i \text{ concerning behavior set } a_{ij} \text{ in the absence of other robots performing a similar behavior set} \]

\[ = \begin{cases} \frac{\theta}{\text{min}_\text{delay} - (\text{task}_\text{time}_i(i,j,t) - \text{low}) \times \text{scale}_\text{factor}} & \text{if } \text{task}_\text{category}_ij(t) = 2 \\
& \frac{\theta}{\text{max}_\text{delay} - (\text{task}_\text{time}_i(i,j,t) - \text{low}) \times \text{scale}_\text{factor}} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

\[ \text{impatience}_ij(t) = \begin{cases} \min_k(\delta_\text{slow}_{ij}(k,t)) & \text{if } (\text{comm}_\text{received}(i,k,j,t - \tau_i,t) = 1) \text{ and} \\
& (\text{comm}_\text{received}(i,k,j,0,t - \phi_{ij}(k,t)) = 0) \\
\delta_\text{fast}_{ij}(t) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]
impatience \_ reset \_ ij(t) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \exists k.((\text{comm} \_ \text{received}(i, k, j, t - \delta t, t) = 1) \text{ and } \text{comm} \_ \text{received}(i, k, j, 0, t - \delta t) = 0)), \\
1 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 

where \( \delta t = \text{time since last communication check} \)

Robot acquiescence:
\[
\psi_{ij}(t) = \text{Time robot } r_i \text{ wants to maintain behavior set } a_{ij} \text{'s activity before yielding to another robot.} \\
= \begin{cases} 
\text{task} \_ \text{time} \_ i(i, j, t) & \text{if } (\text{strategy} = \text{III}) \\
\min_{k \in \text{robots} \_ \text{present}(i, t)} \text{task} \_ \text{time} \_ i(k, j, t) & \text{if } (\text{strategy} = \text{II}) 
\end{cases} 
\]

\[\lambda_{ij}(t) = \text{Time robot } r_i \text{ wants to maintain behavior set } a_{ij} \text{'s activity before giving up to try another behavior set} \\
\begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } [(\text{behavior set } a_{ij} \text{ of robot } r_i \text{ has been active} \\
\text{for more than } \psi_{ij}(t) \text{ time units at time } t) \text{ and} \\
\exists x.\text{comm} \_ \text{received}(i, x, j, t - \tau_i, t) = 1)] \\
or \\
(\text{behavior set } a_{ij} \text{ of robot } r_i \text{ has been active} \\
\text{for more than } \lambda_{ij}(t) \text{ time units at time } t) \\
1 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 
\]

Motivation calculation:
The motivation of robot \( r_i \) to perform behavior set \( a_{ij} \) at time \( t \) is calculated as follows:

**DURING ACTIVE LEARNING PHASE:**
\[
\text{random} \_ \text{increment} \leftarrow \theta \times (\text{a random number between 0 and 1}) \\
m_{ij}(0) = 0 \\
m_{ij}(t) = [m_{ij}(t - 1) + \text{random} \_ \text{increment}] \times \text{sensory} \_ \text{feedback}_{ij}(t) \\
\times \text{activity} \_ \text{suppression}_{ij}(t) \times \text{learning} \_ \text{impatience}_{ij}(t) 
\]

The motivation to perform any given task thus increments at some random rate until it crosses the threshold, unless the task becomes complete (\text{sensory} \_ \text{feedback}), some other behavior set activates first (\text{activity} \_ \text{suppression}), or some other robot has taken on that task (\text{learning} \_ \text{impatience}).

When the robots are working on a "live" mission, their motivations to perform their tasks increment according to the robots' learned information. The motivations are thus calculated as follows:

**DURING ADAPTIVE PHASE:**
\[
m_{ij}(0) = 0 \\
m_{ij}(t) = [m_{ij}(t - 1) + \text{impatience}_{ij}(t)] \times \text{sensory} \_ \text{feedback}_{ij}(t) \\
\times \text{activity} \_ \text{suppression}_{ij}(t) \times \text{impatience} \_ \text{reset}_{ij}(t) \\
\times \text{acquiescence}_{ij}(t) \times \text{learned} \_ \text{robot} \_ \text{influence}_{ij}(t) 
\]
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3.1.4 Results of L-ALLIANCE

The ALLIANCE and L-ALLIANCE architectures have been successfully implemented in a variety of proof of concept applications on both physical and simulated mobile robots. The applications implemented include “mock” hazardous waste cleanup [27, 30], simple cooperative manipulation [31], cooperative observation of multiple moving targets [33], cooperative box pushing (described in this section), janitorial service [28], and bounding overwatch [28]. The cooperative box pushing task offers a simple and straight-forward illustration of the key characteristics of the ALLIANCE and L-ALLIANCE architectures: fault tolerant action selection and adaptive control due to dynamic changes in the robot team, including increased heterogeneity. This box pushing task requires a long box to be pushed across a room; the box is sufficiently heavy and long that one robot cannot push at the fulcrum of the box to move it across the room. Thus, the box must be pushed at both ends in order to accomplish this task. To synchronize the pushing at the two ends, the task is defined in terms of two recurring subtasks — (1) push a little on the left end, and (2) push a little on the right end — neither of which can be activated (except for the first time) unless the opposite side has just been pushed. Note that our emphasis in these experiments is on issues of fault tolerant cooperation and adaptation rather than in the design of the ultimate box pusher. Others have demonstrated the ability to cooperatively push objects in various ways (e.g., [8, 40]), but without demonstrating capabilities for dynamic action selection due to changes in the robot team, including increased heterogeneity. Thus, we are not concerned here with issues such as robots pushing the box into a corner or robots interfering with the robots, how robots detect box alignment, and so forth. In [32], we reported on the basic box pushing experiment from the ALLIANCE perspective. In this chapter, we describe the results using the L-ALLIANCE mechanisms.

The box pushing application was implemented using three mobile robots of two types — two R-2 robots and one Genghis-II, which we will call BLUE, GREEN, and GENGHIS. The first type of robot, the R-2, has two drive wheels arranged as a differential pair, and a pair of gripper fingers in front. Its sensor suite includes eight infrared sensors and seven bump sensors evenly distributed around the front, sides, and back of the robot. The second type of robot, Genghis-II, is a legged robot with six two-degree-of-freedom legs. Its sensor suite includes two whiskers and force detectors on each leg.

A radio communication system was used in our physical robot implementations to allow the robots to communicate their current actions to each other. All of the results described in this section involve communication between robots at no more than about \( \frac{1}{3} \) Hertz.

Robot Software Design

Since the capabilities of the R-2 and Genghis-II robots differ, the software design of the box pushing application for these robots varies somewhat.

**R-2 Control.** Figure 17 shows the L-ALLIANCE implementation of the box pushing application for the R-2 robots BLUE and GREEN. As shown in this figure, the R-2 is controlled by two behavior sets — one for pushing a little on the left end of the box (called push\_left), and one for pushing a little on the right end of the box (called push\_right). As specified by the L-ALLIANCE architecture, the activation of each of these behavior sets is controlled by a motivational behavior. We now examine the design of the push\_left motivational behavior and the push\_left behavior set of a robot \( r_i \) in more detail; the push\_right design is symmetric to that of push\_left.

The sensory feedback required before the push\_left motivational behavior within \( r_i \) can activate its behavior set is an indication that the right end of the box has just been pushed. This requirement is indicated in Figure 17 by the pushed-at-right arrow entering the push\_left motivational behavior.
Figure 17: The L-ALLIANCE design of the R-2 software for the box pushing application.

The right end of the box can be pushed either by some robot other than \( r_i \), or it can be pushed by \( r_i \) itself. If \( r_i \) is the robot doing the pushing, then the pushed-at-right feedback comes from an internal message from \( r_i \)'s push_right motivational behavior. However, if some robot other than \( r_i \) is pushing, then \( r_i \) must detect when that other robot has completed its push. Since this detection is impossible for the R-2s with their current sensory suites, the robots are provided with this capability by having the team members broadcast a message after each push that indicates the completion of their current push.

When the sensory feedback is satisfied, the push_left motivational behavior grows impatient at either a rate \( \delta_{\text{fast}_i, \text{push}_\text{left}}(t) \) (the \( i \) subscript stands for either BLUE or GREEN) if no other robot is performing the push_left task, or at a rate \( \delta_{\text{slow}_i, \text{push}_\text{left}}(k, t) \) when robot \( r_k \) is performing the push_left task. When the push_left motivation grows above threshold, the push_left behavior set is activated. The push_left behavior set involves first acquiring the left end of the box and then pushing a little on that end. If the robot is already at the left end of the box, then no acquiring has to take place. Otherwise, the R-2 assumes it is at the right end of the box, and moves to the left end of the box by using the infrared sensors on its right side to follow the box to the end, and then backing up and turning into the box. As we shall see below, this ability to acquire the opposite end of the box during the application is important to achieving fault tolerant cooperative control. An implicit assumption is made that at the beginning of the task, the R-2 is facing into a known end of the box.

As the R-2 pushes, it uses the infrared sensors at the ends of its gripper fingers to remain in contact with the box. The current push is considered to be complete when the R-2 has pushed for a prescribed period of time. After the push_left task is completed, the motivation to perform that task temporarily returns to 0. However, the motivation begins growing again as soon as the sensory feedback indicates the task is needed.

Genghis-II Control, GENGHIS and the R-2s are different in two primary ways. First, GENGHIS cannot acquire the opposite end of the box, due to a lack of sensory capabilities, and second, GENGHIS cannot push the box as quickly as an R-2, due to less powerful effectors. The first difference means that GENGHIS can only push at its current location. Thus, implicit in the control of GENGHIS is the assumption that it is located at a known end of the box at the beginning of the task. The second difference with the R-2s implies that if an R-2 pushes with the same duration,
speed, and frequency when teamed with GENGHIS as it does when teamed with another R-2, the robot team will have problems accomplishing its task due to severe box misalignment.

Figure 18 shows the organization of GENGHIS's box pushing software. As this figure shows, GENGHIS is controlled by two behavior sets, each of which is under the control of a motivational behavior. GENGHIS's pushing at its current location is controlled by the push behavior set. The only sensory feedback which satisfies the push motivational behavior is that which indicates that some other robot is pushing the opposite end of the box. This requirement is shown in Figure 18 as the pushed-at-left/right arrow going into the push motivational behavior. Once the sensory feedback is satisfied, GENGHIS becomes impatient to perform the push behavior at a rate $\delta_{fast_{GENGHIS,push}}(t)$. Once the motivation crosses the threshold of activation, the push behavior set is activated, causing GENGHIS to push the box by walking into it while using its whiskers to maintain contact with the box. Once GENGHIS has pushed a given length of time, the motivation to perform push returns to 0, growing again whenever the sensory feedback is satisfied.

The sensory feedback required for the go home behavior set to be activated is the opposite of that required for the push behavior set — namely, that no other robot is pushing at the opposite end of the box. When the sensory feedback for go home is satisfied, the motivation to activate go home grows at the rate $\delta_{fast_{go home}}(t)$, with the behavior set being activated as soon as the motivation crosses the threshold. The go home behavior set causes GENGHIS to walk away from the box; in effect, GENGHIS gives up on this task when no other robot is present to push at the opposite end of the box.

Experiments

To analyze the L-ALLIANCE architecture, we undertook two basic experiments using the box pushing application. Both of these experiments began with two R-2s (GREEN and BLUE) pushing the box — one at each end of the box — as illustrated in Figure 19.

After the two R-2s push the box for a while we dynamically altered the capabilities of the robot team in two ways. In the first experiment, we altered the team by seizing one of the R-2 robots (GREEN) during the task and turning it off, mimicking a robot failure; we then later added it
back into the team. In the second experiment, we again seized one of the R-2 robots (GREEN), but this time we replaced it with GENGHIS, thus making the team much more heterogeneous; we then later seized the remaining R-2 robot (BLUE), leaving GENGHIS as the sole team member. While the experiments reported here are for a relatively short snapshot of time, the L-ALLIANCE approach is designed to continually adapt the actions of robots over time to achieve the goal of lifelong implementations of heterogeneous multi-robot teams.

Experiment 1: Robot “failure”. By seizing an R-2 (in this case, GREEN) and turning it off, we test the ability of the remaining R-2 (BLUE) to respond to that “failure” and adapt its action selection accordingly. In this experiment, what we observe after the seizure is that after a brief pause (which is dependent upon the setting of the $\delta_{\text{slow}_{BLUE,j}}(k,t)$ parameter), BLUE begins acquiring the opposite end of the box, as shown in Figure 20, and then pushes at its new end of the box. BLUE continues its back and forth pushing, executing both tasks of pushing the left end of the box and pushing the right end of the box as long as it fails to hear through the broadcast communication mechanism that another robot is performing the push at the opposite end of the box. When we add GREEN back in, however, BLUE adapts its actions again, now just pushing one side of the box, since it is satisfied that the other end of the box is also getting pushed. Thus, the robot team demonstrates its ability to recover from the failure of a robot team member.

Figure 21 shows the motivational trace of these robot during this experiment. This figure shows the two robots, BLUE and GREEN, each with two behavior sets, push_right and push_left. In these traces, the dashed lines show the extent of the activation levels – from 0 to the threshold $\theta$.

Experiment 2: Increased heterogeneity. In the second experiment, by substituting robots during the middle of a task, we test the ability of the remaining team member to respond to the dynamic change in the heterogeneity of the team.

What we observe in this experiment is that the remaining R-2 (here, BLUE) begins pushing much less frequently as soon as it hears that GENGHIS, rather than an R-2, is the robot pushing the opposite end of the box. Thus, the robots remain more or less aligned during their pushing. Figure 22 illustrates BLUE and GENGHIS pushing together. Figure 23 shows the trace of the levels of activation of the behavior sets during this experiment.

The reduced rate of pushing in BLUE when GENGHIS is added is caused by the following. First, BLUE’s $\delta_{\text{slow}_{BLUE,j}}(GREEN,t)$ and $\delta_{\text{slow}_{BLUE,j}}(GENGHIS)$ parameters differ somewhat since GENGHIS is slower at pushing the box than the R-2s. In addition, once GENGHIS is swapped into the team, it takes longer to complete its pushing than GREEN did. This in turn causes the sensory feedback of BLUE’s push_left motivational behavior to not be satisfied as frequently, and
Figure 20: Fault tolerant action selection. In the first experiment, we seize GREEN and turn it off. This causes BLUE to have to perform both tasks of the box pushing application: pushing at the right end of the box, and pushing at the left end of the box. Here, BLUE is acquiring the right end of the box.

Figure 21: Motivational levels for behavior sets during Experiment 1.

Figure 22: Adaptivity due to heterogeneity. In the second experiment, we again seize one of the R-2 robots, but this time we replace it with GENGHIS. Since GENGHIS cannot push as powerfully as an R-2, the remaining R-2 robot adapts its actions by pushing less frequently.
thus **BLUE**’s *push_left* behavior set cannot be activated as frequently. In the meantime, **BLUE**’s *push_right* motivational behavior is becoming more impatient to activate the *push_right* behavior set since it is not hearing that any other robot is accomplishing its task. However, since the *push_right* motivation is now growing at a reduced rate of impatience, \( \delta_{\text{slow}
_{\text{BLUE}},\text{push_right}}(\text{GENGHIS}) \), the motivation to activate the *push_right* behavior set does not cross the threshold of activation before **GENGHIS** announces its completion of the task. This in turn prevents **BLUE** from taking over the push of the right side of the box as long as **GENGHIS** continues to push. In this manner, **BLUE** demonstrates its ability to adapt to a dynamic change in team heterogeneity.

We complete this experiment by removing **BLUE** from the team. This causes **GENGHIS** to activate its *goHome* behavior, since it cannot complete the box pushing task on its own. Thus, **GENGHIS** also demonstrates its adaptive action selection due to the actions and failures of robot team members.

**Discussion**

The types of situations that L-ALLIANCE is designed to handle over the lifetime of a mission include new team composition, changes in individual robot capabilities, environmental changes, and mission changes. When the composition of the team changes, the immediate effect on the action selection decisions is dependent upon the previous knowledge teammates have of the new team members. If prior experience is available, stored in the form of the quality measurements of the robots performing tasks pertinent to the current mission, then the effect on action selections is immediate and efficient. If no prior knowledge is available, then the team will improve its performance over time as the new robot performs tasks under the observation of other robot team members. The speed of this improvement is dependent upon the value of \( \mu \) – the number of trials over which performance data is maintained.

Since the robot team members are continually monitoring the performance of their teammates and updating the performance measurements accordingly, the response to improved or degraded capabilities is also automatic (again, depending upon the value of \( \mu \)), regardless of the length of the mission. Thus, by simply incorporating the ongoing observation of the quality of performance
(here, time of task completion) into the parameter update mechanism, the parameters upon which action selections are made will continually adapt over time as the situation changes.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The field of multi-robot learning is still in its infancy, and much work still remains. The problem is particularly challenging due to very large state spaces, uncertain credit assignment, limited training time, uncertainty in sensing and shared information, nondeterministic actions, difficulty in defining appropriate abstractions for learned information, and difficulty of merging information learned from different robot experiences. However, the potential benefits are significant, and include increased robustness, reduced programming complexity, and increased ease of adding new assets to the team.

This chapter has not made an attempt to provide a complete summary of multi-robot learning techniques that have been explored by the field as a whole, although we have mentioned several related approaches. Instead, we have focused on three specific techniques we have developed for learning in multi-robot teams. The first two deal with the learning of inherently cooperative tasks—tasks that cannot be broken into distinct subtasks to be executed independently by robot team members. We compared these two learning approaches to a human-generated solution to the CMOMMT (Cooperative Multi-Robot Observation of Multiple Moving Targets) task and found that, while they do not reach or surpass the human-generated solution, they achieve significant improvements over naive approaches. These developments are important because they are some of the first techniques developed to enable robot teams to learn in the very challenging domain of inherently cooperative tasks. The third multi-robot learning approach we present addresses the issue of automatic parameter updates to enable robot team members to adapt their performance over time as they gain experience working with their teammates. This approach is significant because it gives the robots the ability to automatically adapt to the heterogeneous nature of their teammates over the lifetime of their work together.

Our results show that the learning approaches, while not yet superior to human-generated solutions, offer much promise for eventually achieving the goal of enabling robot teams to learn cooperative control approaches autonomously. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop techniques for multi-robot learning and adaptation that will generalize to cooperative robot applications in many domains, thus facilitating the practical use of multi-robot teams in a wide variety of real-world applications.
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